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books; we have nothing to compare with the grace,
beauty, and fun of the Odyssee. Full of charm as it
is to an English boy or girl, it must have been far
more so to those who breathed the same pure air and
gazed on the same blue sea as its hero and its author.
Reading was taught with the greatest pains, the utmost
care was taken with the intonation of the voice, and the
articulation of the throat W# have l$st the power of
distinguishing between accent and quanffty. The
Greeks did not acquire it without long and anxious
training of the ear and the vocal organs. This was
the duty of the phonascus. Homer was the common
study of all Greeks. The Iliad and Odyssee were
at once the Bible, the Shakespeare, the Robinson Crusoe,
and the Arabian Nights of the Hellenic race. Long
passages and indeed whole books were learnt by heart.
The Greek, as a rule, learnt no language but his own.
Next to reading and repetition came writing, which was
carefully taught Composition naturally followed, and the
burden of correcting exercises, which still weighs dSwn
the backs of schoolmasters, dates from these^rly times.
Closely connected with reading and writing is the art
of reckoning, and the science of numbers leads us
easily to music. Plato considered arithmetic as the
best spur to a sleepy and uninstructed spirit; we see
from the Platonic dialogues how mathematical problems
employed the mind and thoughts of young Athenians.
Many of the more difficult arithmetical operations were
solved by geometrical methods, but the Greeks carried
the art of teaching numbers to considerable refinement.
They used the abacus, and had an elaborate method
of finger reckoning, which was serviceable up to 10,000.
Drawing was the crowning accomplishment to this vesH -
bule of training.

